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PROVISION MEETINGS

 New this September!

DEVELOPING A DEEP UNDERSTANDING OF CONTINUOUS PROVISION

Over the summer, we have completely changed the training base to include an interactive
classroom to exhibit exemplary provision for Early Years and Year 1. If you would like your
team to spend time with Rachel talking through;
- how to set up and organise provision for quality independent learning
- what to include in each area and why
- how to train children to use it profitably
- how to achieve the greatest impact on learning, we have a number of options for
you:
1 ½ - 2 hour session with Rachel: £99 + VAT for up to 5 people or
Early Years/Y1 Staff meeting or twilight (for up to 11 people, due to Covid restrictions on
space) 3.45 - up to 6pm: £200 + VAT
Please email all inquiries to info@leadingchildren.com or call 01274 710610

TRAINING FOR EARLY YEARS & YEAR 1
REBALANCING LITERACY IN EY & KS1

On this 2-day course we seek to examine the balance we have created between the
secretarial and phonic aspects of reading and writing and the authorship, audience and
purpose aspects. We will look deeply at the tiny incremental stages children pass through
from scribble to mature writing, the impact of intrinsic motivation on learning, and the
essential links children need to be able to make between phonics and encoding or decoding
their own writing and reading. Time will be given for evaluating and planning a new culture
of reading and writing that will ensure children’s full engagement and therefore achieve the
highest impact.
Audience: Early Years and Year One
Dates: Wednesday 14th October and Wednesday 4th November 2020
Time: 9.30am - 3.30pm
Cost: £170 + VAT per person for both days
Code: 2D1410

ENSURING QUALITY LEARNING OUTDOORS
We will consider the importance of well-planned outdoor provision, training children to
engage productively, the crucial organisation of each area of continuous provision, the
whole-team approach, and quality Risk Assessment. Practitioners will spend time in our
outdoor exhibition, where each provision area will showcase opportunities for learning for
every area of the curriculum.
Audience: Early Years and Year One
Date: Tuesday 3rd November 2020
Time: 9.30am - 3.30pm
Cost: £115 + VAT per person
Code: D0311
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EXEMPLARY EARLY YEARS PRACTICE AND PROVISION
This is a 2-day course for practitioners new or returning to Early Years.
We will look at the emotional, physical and cognitive environments, in addition to quality
assessment, interaction and planning. We will look in detail at the potential for learning of
each area of provision, inside and out, paying particular attention to building quality
throughout.
Audience: Early Years and Year One
Dates: Wednesday 11th November and Wednesday 25th November 2020
Time: 9.30am - 3.30pm
Cost: £170 + VAT per person for both days
Code: 2D1111

DEEPENING CHILDREN’S UNDERSTANDING OF MATHEMATICS- A MASTERY APPROACH
This course seeks to properly prepare young children for KS1 maths mastery by ensuring
deeply embedded mathematical concepts, including; pattern, counting, and a fascination
with numbers. We will consider outdoor provision to ensure that the teaching and
consolidation of mathematical ideas can be fully realised by every child, including our
kinesthetic learners.
Audience: Early Years and Year 1
Date: Wednesday 18th November 2020
Time: 9.30am - 3.30pm
Cost: £115 + VAT per person
Code: D1811

EVERYONE (EARLY YEARS & KS1)


QUALITY INTERACTION
Children learn best through play when supported by a knowledgeable adult who uses
specific questions and talk techniques to deliberately expand vocabulary, thinking
processes, and language structures. Based on the principles of ‘Sustained Shared Thinking’,
this course will focus on the adult role, including the use of irresistible and provoking
activities for generating talk.
Audience: Early Years and KS1
Date: Wednesday 2nd December 2020
Trainer: Rachel Jacobs
Time: 9.30am - 3.30pm
Cost: £115 + VAT per person
Code: D0212
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Small Worlds, Huge Outcomes- Using small world scenarios to develop talk
throughout the whole curriculum
Small World Play offers an incredibly rich vehicle for talk, emotional, social and cognitive
development, as well as underpinning the whole curriculum. It is an element of provision
that practitioners sometimes invest heavily in, yet feel they gain insufficient learning
dividends for their effort. This course will support practitioners to develop an understanding
of the power of Small World and its ability to ignite children’s imagination, passion for
storytelling, to develop children as writers, and acquire many other skills and experiences.
We will also discuss how to manage resources and train children to look after them
independently.
Audience: Early Years and KS1
Date: Wednesday 13th January 2021
Time: 9.30am - 3.30pm
Cost: £115 + VAT per person
Code: D1301/21

KEY STAGE 1 & KEY STAGE 2
RECIPROCAL READING
An effective and proven approach to teaching comprehension, Reciprocal Reading has been
the focus of our bespoke year-long Literacy Programme for the past four years and our
collated data proves the massive impact this strategy has to change children’s perception of
reading as well as giving them the skills and strategies to decipher unfamiliar text.
Reciprocal Reading does not need to replace your current reading strategy, nor does it need
to run all academic year, but it is a rich and exciting addition to support comprehension,
debate, and growing student’s confidence.
Audience: Practitioners working with Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5, Y6 and EAL students from Y2 onwards
Date: Wednesday 9th December 2020
Time: 9.30am - 3.30pm
Cost: £115 + VAT per person
Code: D0912

DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE PROVISION IN KS1
Areas of provision and provision enhancements are key to offering a rich, broad, and
balanced curriculum that promotes children’s well-being, as well as their general knowledge
and basic skills. If poorly done, however, provision can be time-wasting and promote shoddy
work and attitudes. This course looks at the non-negotiables of high-quality provision and
high-quality work and attitudes arising from it.
Audience: KS1
Date: Friday 13th November 2020
Time: 9.30am - 3.30pm
Cost: £115 + VAT per person
Code: D1311
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DISCOUNTED RESOURCES: ALL SCHOOLS THAT ATTEND A TRAINING DAY
WILL RECEIVE A 10% OFF VOUCHER TO SPEND ON RESOURCES

TWILIGHT WORKSHOPS
Please note that we do not charge a fee for our twilight workshops, rather, we ask that each
person in attendance spends a minimum in our shop.

CREATING AND REPAIRING PATTERNS - OUR WINDOW FOR ASSESSING DEEP MATHEMATICAL
UNDERSTANDING
It has been a joy to see NCETM highlight the importance of patterns to young children as
they begin to grapple with their lifelong journey into mathematics. It has long been
recognised that the best predictor of a child’s prowess in mathematics is their
understanding of pattern, not number. In this workshop, we will look at the NCETM
guidance on pattern, and look at practical ways of using natural materials as a vehicle for
pattern-making and repairing, including the assessment opportunities this activity richly
affords.
Audience: Early Years
Date: Thursday 15th October, 2020
Time: 4.15 to 5.30 (prompt start)
Cost: Spend a minimum of £45.00 + VAT of Natural Materials from our shop, per person
Code: W1510

OUTDOOR MATHS WORKSHOP- HOW TO TURN YOUR OUTDOOR AREA INTO AN EXCITING MATHS
RESOURCE
Every area of provision outdoors can be developed or tweaked to make it a rich maths
teaching and learning environment. Developing your PE trolley, adding resources to your
construction area or setting up a Maths Shack… there are many practical ways of altering your
provision and juicing it for all the maths activities you will need. At this workshop
practitioners will be shown photographs of how schools might develop provision and work on
ideas to create rich teaching opportunities.
Audience: Early Years
Date: Thursday 14th January, 2020
Time: 4.15 to 5.30 (prompt start)
Cost: Spend a minimum of £45.00 + VAT on books or resources from our shop, per person
Code: W1401/21

Using maps to navigate a richer learning journey
Children love maps. Whether examining historical maps, teaching co-ordinates, writing a
story from a 3d map or following a map to reach a real or imaginary destination, there are a
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huge number of ways teachers can use map-making and reading to make the curriculum
irresistible!
Audience: KS1
Date: Wednesday 20th January 2020
Time: 4:15pm to 5:30pm (prompt start)
Cost: Spend a minimum of £45.00 + VAT on books or resources from our shop, per person
Code: W2001/21

VENUE
All of our training courses and workshops take place at our education base. We have a free car
park that operates on a first-come-first-serve basis. Owners park at own risk. Find us at
Leading Children Imagine LTD, 385 Canal Rd, Bradford, BD2 1AW. (Please note that the
entrance to our car park is on Frizinghall Rd.) For those using public transport, we are a very
short walk away from frizinghall train station.

OTHER TRAINING AND CONSULTANCY
Rachel can provide bespoke training and consultancy for individual or clusters of
schools/settings. To discuss your requirements, please contact us at
info@leadingchildren.com or call us on 01274 710610.

RACHEL JACOBS
“I have been a teacher, lecturer (Bradford College Undergraduate Teacher Training
Programme), Deputy Head of Hirst Wood Primary School, and am currently working as a
consultant in Early Years, KS1, KS2, and recently in KS3/4. I worked for Early Excellence for a
number of years as an associate consultant, leading LEA cluster training on ‘Outdoors’ and
‘Principles into Practice,’ in Liverpool, Hull, Wakefield, Huddersfield, and Barnsley. I am also
a trained ECERS auditor. My book, ‘Time of Our Lives?’ was commissioned by Bradford LEA,
and was given to every primary school as part of their ‘Hands on Learning’ series. For the
past 4 years I have been sponsored by Provident Financial Group Ltd to run maths and
literacy programmes in primary and secondary schools nationwide- namely in Bradford,
Kent, Leeds, and Birmingham.”

